Using PROMs during routine medical consultations: The perspectives of people with Parkinson’s disease and their health professionals
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Abstract

Background: The use of patient-reported outcomes measures (PROMs), such as quality of life or symptoms like pain or fatigue, is increasingly embraced within patient-centred care and shared decision making.

Objectives: To investigate: (a) how patients and health professionals think about using PROMs during routine medical consultations; (b) for which purpose(s), patients and health professionals want to use PROMs during those consultations; and (c) how patients interpret PROMs information presented in various formats. People with Parkinson’s disease and their health professionals served as case example.

Methods: We performed semi-structured interviews with patients (N = 13) and professionals (N = 7 neurologists; N = 7 physiotherapists). We also used a survey in which patients (N = 115) were shown six figures displaying different information types. Presentation formats of this information varied (line/bar graphs). Interpretation by patients, perceived usefulness of information, attitude towards using information during routine medical consultations and (hypothetical) decisions were assessed.

Findings: Patients and professionals were generally positive about using PROMs during medical consultations. Professionals stressed the opportunity to monitor changes in individual PROMs over time. Patients were primarily positive about aggregated PROMs to make treatment decisions. This information was also most often interpreted correctly, especially when presented through a line graph (90.1% correct). Professionals thought patients should take the initiative in discussing PROMs, whereas patients thought professionals should do so.

Conclusion/Discussion: When used in routine medical consultations, PROMs seem to have potential to support shared decision making and facilitate patient-professional communication. However, training seems needed for both patients and professionals to facilitate actual discussion and proper interpretation.
1 | INTRODUCTION

Where patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) have traditionally been used to evaluate the effectiveness of medical interventions from the perspective of patients, they are nowadays thought to have a more comprehensive role in health-care quality improvement. PROMs are standardized questionnaires, completed by patients, measuring how they experience their health (ie symptoms, functional status). Well-known PROMs are quality of life questionnaires, such as the SF-36 and EQ-5D. Integrating PROMs within routine clinical practice might increase the motivation of patients to complete PROMs (which currently proves challenging), and such use has also been theorized to improve management and monitoring of patients’ problems. Apart from that, using PROMs in routine medical consultations could improve doctor-patient communication and informed patient decisions and as such improve quality of care. At an aggregated level, they can also be used to evaluate and compare treatment options and provider performance.

Using PROMs during routine medical consultations by health professionals and patients would suit current ideas on person-centred medicine and shared decision making. Although shared decision making has become the standard in health care to enable patients in making informed decisions, the use of PROMs in this context has remained understudied. For patients who must make choices between different treatment options and health-care providers, it is, however, not only important to have insight into clinical outcomes (eg survival rates), but also into how different treatment options may impact on their own health and quality of life, as viewed by patients themselves. Previously, patients have been positive about using information derived from PROMs, especially because it may prompt discussions about actual health issues with professionals. However, patients do not find all PROMs equally relevant or even bothersome or unnecessarily confronting, and such perceptions may well hinder the adoption of PROMs into daily clinical practice. Several previous studies have therefore involved patients into developing PROMs. Also, studies have shown that meaningful and comprehensible presentation of PROMs data is important to help patients with interpreting the data correctly and with using the data in important medical decisions, such as choosing a particular type of treatment or health-care provider. Although a majority of patients seems to correctly interpret PROMs information (displayed through various formats), a substantial portion (10%-30% across studies) continues to experience trouble with interpretation, resulting in an inaccurate understanding of the information.

Health professionals are somewhat positive about using PROMs. However, they often do not refer to PROMs during their routine consultations with patients or do this only on an ad hoc basis. Barriers they experience include a lack of knowledge on how to use PROMs and lack of an adequate infrastructure for data collection and use. The notion that PROMs such as a quality of life rating scales may be useful at an aggregated level as a benchmark to compare intuitions, but are perhaps less suitable (and were originally never designed to) guide decision making for individual patients, feed concerns or even resistance among health professionals towards using PROMs in consultations, thus creating important barriers for integration into daily clinical practice.

So, although there seems to be potential for using PROMs during routine medical encounters, there are also several issues that need further investigation. In particular, there is a lack of understanding what types of PROMs may be suitable for use during routine medical consultations and what type of presentation format would make information derived from PROMs understandable and meaningful for both patients and health professionals. Also, the contrasting perspectives of patients and professionals need further investigation.

Therefore, we here aimed to investigate: (a) how patients and professionals think about using PROMs during routine medical consultations (ie their perceptions, evaluations and comprehension); (b) for which purpose(s), patients and health professionals want to use PROMs during consultations; and (c) patients’ interpretation and use of PROMs in different presentation formats.

2 | METHODS

This study used a cross-sectional design, with Parkinson’s disease as case example. For various reasons, Parkinson’s disease can be regarded as exemplary for many other chronic progressive illnesses. First, Parkinson’s disease is a chronic condition characterized by a wide range of both motor and non-motor symptoms. Second, optimal management requires a multi-disciplinary approach with involvement of a wide range of professional disciplines, involving all traditional echelons of care. The disease course is gradually progressive, with a lengthy time span of typically multiple decades. In the first part of our study, we conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with people diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and with neurologists and physiotherapists providing care to people with Parkinson’s disease. Based on these interviews, we identified key themes from the perspectives of both patients and professionals. This qualitative design allowed us to gain a better in-depth understanding of the views of patients and to compare it in an efficient way to the professionals’ perspective. In the second part, we used these themes to build a survey. The survey was self-administered by people with Parkinson’s disease to assess their interpretation and perceived usefulness of different types of PROMs information. We
chose to conduct this survey as a confirmatory study, allowing us to collect some quantitative evidence for the qualitative findings, especially concerning the interpretation of information in different formats. A patient representative from the Dutch Parkinson's Disease Association actively collaborated with us throughout the project. She commented on the interview guide, helped us recruiting patients for the interviews and was present during some of the interviews with patients. We also discussed the initial analyses of the interviews with the patient representative.

2.1 | Semi-structured interviews

2.1.1 | Participants

Patients (N = 13) were recruited in the Netherlands (Amsterdam area) through: (a) a local Parkinson's café (where patient representatives informed fellow patients about the study; N = 8); (b) an advertisement on the website of the Dutch Association of Parkinson's Disease (N = 1); and (c) the Neurology department of Amsterdam UMC, location VUMc (where one neurologist informed patients about the study; N = 4). No inclusion or exclusion criteria were used, except being diagnoses with Parkinson's Disease and being able to speak Dutch (inclusion). Interested participants could contact the research assistant (SV) and then received a patient information letter, which contained information about the goal and procedure of the study as well as about anonymity and confidentiality. Patients recruited by the neurologist were contacted by the research assistant. Next, an appointment was made to conduct the interview, either at a medical centre (N = 11) or at the participant's home (N = 2). Participants' characteristics are shown in Table 1 (left column).

We recruited neurologists (N = 7; 2 women) and physiotherapists (N = 7, 4 women) within the Netherlands (Nijmegen area). Professionals were recruited through ParkinsonNet, a Dutch national network of professionals specialized in treatment and care of people with Parkinson's disease. Professionals within this network were invited to participate through email, followed by a reminder one week later to non-responders. The researcher (MV) contacted professionals who responded. One physiotherapist was recruited through the network of one of the researchers in ParkinsonNet.

2.1.2 | Procedures

Interviews with patients were conducted by the research assistant (SV). The interviewer first again explained the study as well as anonymity and confidentiality, subsequently asked permission for audio-recording, and then obtained informed consent. Next, the interviewer conducted the interview. The interviews had a total duration from about 45-60 minutes. After the interviews, patients completed a short questionnaire about their socio-demographic characteristics, health literacy and numeracy. Subjective health literacy was assessed based on the three subjective health literacy screening items developed by Chew et al: (a) “How often do you have someone help you read hospital materials?”; (b) “How confident are you filling out medical forms by yourself?”; and (c) “How often do you have problems learning about your medical condition because of difficulty understanding written information?” Inadequate health literacy if other answers than “never” on items 1 or 3 and/or other answers than “extremely” or “quite a bit” on item 2. Numeracy was assessed using one item from the Berlin Numeracy test developed by Cokely et al: “Out of 1000 people in a small town, 500 are members of a choir. Out of these 500 members in the choir, 100 are men. Out of the 500 inhabitants that are not in the choir, 300 are men. What is the probability that a randomly drawn man is a member of the choir? Please indicate the probability in a percentage.” The correct answer is 25% and this was considered adequate numeracy; all other responses were considered to indicate inadequate numeracy.

Semi-structured interviews with health professionals were conducted at different locations in several Dutch hospitals and physiotherapy practices. Five professionals were interviewed by telephone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Interview study N (%)</th>
<th>Survey study N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65 y</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>62 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-75 y</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
<td>33 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥75 y</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
<td>61 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (no or primary education)</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>14 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (secondary education)</td>
<td>5 (38)</td>
<td>34 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (tertiary education)</td>
<td>5 (38)</td>
<td>58 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5 y after diagnosis</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
<td>50 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10 y after diagnosis</td>
<td>5 (38)</td>
<td>33 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 y after diagnosis</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
<td>24 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health literacy (subjective)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy (objective)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living situation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home—Single</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home—With partner</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>73 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home—With partner and children</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>104 (97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA, not available.
for logistic/pragmatic reasons. A researcher (MV) conducted the interviews with professionals. Professionals were provided with brief information about the study and were asked permission for audio-recording. Next, the actual interviews were conducted (see measures). All interviews with professionals lasted between about 45 and 60 minutes.

2.1.3 | Interview topics

For all interviews, an interview protocol was used to assess participants’ perceptions of using PROMs in the medical encounter. The interview protocol for patients contained the following topics: current use of PROMs; comprehension of different types of PROMs information; explicit information needs; and preferred ways to receive PROMs information. Patients were also provided with different types of fictitious PROMs information, which were presented in different formats (ie line graphs, bar graphs and other visual formats). We distinguished between four main types of PROMs information: (a) individual PROMs scores; (b) individual PROMs scores with comparative data of similar patients; (c) aggregated PROMs scores for treatment options; and (d) aggregated PROMs scores for provider options. For each figure, the interviewer asked patients to explain the shown information in their own words and to evaluate their use of such information.

As for professionals, the interview protocol focused on the following topics: perception of pros and cons of discussing PROMs in routine medical consultations; types of PROMs that may be useful; preferences on how to communicate about PROMs; and factors that might influence their (non) use of PROMs data in medical consultations. To give professionals an idea of how PROMs information could look like, we provided several fictitious examples, based on the PDQ-39, which is a disease-specific quality of life instrument. Professionals were asked to reflect on these examples, for example to what extent they thought they would be useful and usable, and how they would explain the information to patients.

Both interview protocols were developed in an iterative way by the research team; OD and SV developed the draft version of the interview protocol for patients, and MV and MF developed the draft version of the interview protocol for professionals, addressing the main research questions. We did not use a specific conceptual or theoretical model, but rather used an explorative approach using broad concepts thought to be related to information needs and use (patients) and attitudes and perceived barriers/facilitators (professionals). These protocols were then exchanged between the researchers and refined further. Next, neurologists involved in Parkinson care and the patient representative involved in the study were asked to give feedback on the draft versions, both with respect to content and the way we formulated interview questions. After this feedback, the interview protocols were finalized.

2.1.4 | Data analyses

All interviews were transcribed literally. We employed qualitative thematic analyses with an inductive character. All transcripts were read and re-read (14 interviews with professionals by MV and 13 interviews with patients by SV (patients)). Passages were selected, coded and related to our main topics in interview protocols. This resulted in two sets of codes (one for the professional interviews and one for the patient interviews), which were grouped into overarching themes. A subset of interviews (three patient interviews and six professional interviews) was coded by a second researcher (OD and MF) to ensure reliability of analysis. Disagreements between codes and/or identification of themes were resolved in separate consensus meetings between SV and OD and between MV and MF. We did not perform a member check nor a review by an independent analyst. However, we did involve the patient representative in the identification and interpretation of the themes. The analyses were conducted with the software program Atlas.ti.

The four people involved in the analyses were all researchers and not medical specialists, and had diverse backgrounds: one in decision psychology, two in health sciences and one in health psychology. They were all trained in qualitative research and in critically reflecting on their own role in interpretation of the data, and not again explicitly trained to do so in this specific study.

Quotes to illustrate the main themes were chosen after finalizing the analyses. Based on the main themes assessed, we searched for the underlying codes and corresponding quotes from the transcriptions. SV performed this selection of quotes for the patient interviews, under supervision of a senior researcher (OD), and OD performed this for the professional interviews, under supervision of a senior researcher (MF). Two researchers (OD and MF) made the final selection of the quotes for the manuscript.

2.2 | Survey

2.2.1 | Participants and procedure

Participants were recruited through the user panel of ParkinsonNet (N = 221) and through announcements on two major Dutch websites on Parkinson’s disease (ie ParkinsonConnect and the Dutch Association of Parkinson’s Disease). The ParkinsonNet panel members received an invitation by email and a reminder after one week. Patients who were interested in participating after viewing the website announcements could directly access the survey through a web link. In total, 125 patients completed the survey. We excluded 12 cases because of poor data quality (ie no or hardly any questions were answered) resulting in a data set of 113 cases.

2.2.2 | Measures

Based on the interviews with patients, we developed a survey to assess patients’ interpretation and use of PROMs in different presentation formats. We provided patients with six figures showing fictitious PROMs information (Figures 1-6). We used the PROM “level of discomfort” as an example instead of “Quality of life” in the titles of the figures, to ensure alignment with the higher = worse directionality of the scores. All six figures were accompanied by explanations
of the y-as (0-100 score, 0 = no discomfort and 100 = great discomfort) and x-as (0-10 years, 0 = time of diagnosis and 10 = 10 years after diagnosis).

After showing each figure, we posed several questions to assess the way patients interpreted and used the presented information. These questions were composed by the research team. First, we assessed correct interpretation of the PROMs information by using the following close-ended question: “What does this figure say?” with multiple choice response options and one correct answer. Second, perceived usefulness of the PROMs information was assessed: “Would you find it useful to view this kind of information?” with response options (a) no, definitely not; (b) probably not; (c) maybe; (d) yes, probably; (e) yes, definitely. The exact wording varied for the six figures. Third, we assessed participants’ attitude towards using the PROMs information in routine medical consultations: “Would you like your health professional to discuss this kind of information during your medical routine consultation?” Response options were (a) yes and (b) no, and reasons for choosing yes or no were also assessed. We also assessed participants’ preferences of presentation formats; participants could choose between line graphs and bar graphs (ie Figure 1 vs Figure 2). For the figures that contained decision-relevant information (Figures 4-6), we also assessed patients’ hypothetical decisions. Finally, socio-demographic and disease-related variables were assessed, such as age, gender, educational level, country of birth, living situation and disease duration.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Interviews with health professionals

We identified nine themes across the three interview topics (Table 2), with no distinct differences between neurologists and physiotherapists.

3.1.1 | Perceived pros and cons of discussing PROMs and types of PROMs considered useful

Health professionals had a strong preference for individual PROMs data over time. They thought this information could give patients insight into their disease progression, facilitate monitoring of treatment effects and facilitate personalized care and shared decision making (Theme 1). Professionals also identified the possibility to use aggregated PROMs scores as evidence for specific treatment options, in order to persuade patients to choose for particular options or to facilitate informed decisions of patients (Theme 2). In this context, PROMs information was thought to be a welcome supplement to clinical guidelines.

Although professionals generally agreed that aggregated PROMs scores for provider options could be useful for internal quality improvement, only few said they would use this information in consultations with their patients (Theme 3). This was largely due to a lack of trust in data quality as well as in patients’ capacity to judge the data at its true value, but also to their perception that patients do not want to use this information. Some professionals also perceived individual PROMs scores with comparative data of similar patients useful (Theme 4). According to these professionals, this information could contribute to improve disease knowledge and acceptance, and

![FIGURE 1](image1.png) Individual PROMs scores over time, line graph
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![FIGURE 4](image4.png) Aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options, line graph
possibly also to offer hope and to encourage patients. However, some professionals expressed doubts regarding the usefulness of this comparative information. They thought that in case of lower than average scores, this information might be threatening for patients and would actually discourage them.

### 3.1.2 Preferred ways to communicate with patients about PROMs data

Professionals clearly preferred patients to complete PROMs prior to a consultation. Professionals also preferred to receive and view PROMs on a computer screen to easily show the information to patients on the screen during the consultation (Theme 5). Professionals were reluctant to address PROMs information unsolicited during consultations and expected patients to take the initiative in discussing PROMs information (Theme 6). This was mainly because they thought patients would differ in their needs, depending on age, educational level, disease stage and personality, and that many would not want to receive or discuss PROMs information. When asked about presentation formats, professionals preferred line and bar graphs, and scores from repeated measurements over time, rather than data based on only one or two measurement moments. Professionals wanted to include multiple individual quality of life domains (e.g., mobility, emotional well-being) in their discussions, rather than one overall quality of life score.

### 3.1.3 Factors influencing (non) use of PROMS data in the medical encounter

Professionals perceived the availability of an online portal, in which patients could fill out PROMs and receive the results, as the most important factor enabling the use of PROMs data during routine consultation (Theme 7). In addition to such a “within-encounter” tool, professionals also saw possibilities for patients to review PROMs data in a “pre-encounter” tool. Professionals felt the need for training in PROMs in general and more specifically in how to use PROMs during consultations with patients (Theme 8). Finally, appearing more indirectly from the data was the need to have a positive attitude towards using PROMs in consultations (Theme 9). Several professionals appeared to be sceptical towards the quality and reliability of PROMs as health-care quality measurements. In this respect, several professionals also emphasized the need for role models and pioneers working in the field of Parkinson’s disease.

### 3.2 Interview study patients

We identified 12 themes across the four interview topics. These are listed in Table 3, illustrated with patients’ quotes.

#### 3.2.1 Current use of PROMs

Patients reported there was little time for discussions about treatment options during routine medical consultations, and they experienced professionals (especially neurologists) to focus only on the medication regimen in the time available (Theme 1). Most, but not all patients remembered having completed quality of life questionnaires; however, the derived data were not discussed with them during consultations (Theme 2). Patients expressed mixed preferences regarding discussing PROMs data with professionals (Theme 3). Some patients mentioned that PROMs could help start a conversation with their health professionals about topics prioritized by themselves. Others stressed that they were not interested in discussing PROMs with their health professional, mainly because the topic quality of life was not of interest to them right now.

#### 3.2.2 Comprehension of different types of PROMs data

Overall, patients adequately comprehended the PROMs information we showed them in terms of their gist meaning, but not in terms of the exact details (Theme 4). For example, most patients understood that a certain treatment (e.g., medication with physiotherapy) was better than another treatment (only medication), without including what Quality of life dimension was actually the object of comparison in their consideration. Two specific aspects particularly hindered easy comprehension: (a) the use of a “higher = worse” directionality (Theme 5) and (b) the use of comparative information of patients that are similar in terms of age, gender and disease progression (Theme 6). Although participants in general understood the directionality of the information after...
TABLE 2 Qualitative themes derived from the interviews with professionals (N = 14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview topic</th>
<th>Themes and quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perceived pros and cons of discussing PROMs, and types of PROMs considered useful | **Theme 1:** positive attitude towards individual PROMs scores over time  
This is only signaling that it [change over time] is happening. And when you have noticed this, then you have to go deeper into it. (physiotherapist, female)  
**Theme 2:** positive attitude towards using aggregated PROMs scores for treatment options  
I think there are some patients who would like to have this information. Not everyone, but I think you can convince a number of people about this, if they have doubts or if they are looking for evidence. (neurologist, male)  
**Theme 3:** no positive attitude towards using aggregated PROMs scores for providers options  
It is of course very interesting to benchmark yourself with other hospitals and then use that to see if you can improve yourself. In that sense I support it, but I don’t find it useful for the patient. (neurologist, male)  
**Theme 4:** perceived usefulness of individual PROMs scores with comparative data of similar patients  
If they do better than average, then you can use it to empower the patient, they get positive energy from it. If they are doing worse, then it may be a signal, why are they doing worse? That is of course the intention, to put it that way. So that can certainly be useful. (neurologist, male) |
| Preferred ways to communicate with patients about PROMs | **Theme 5:** questionnaires prior to encounter and actual information within-encounter  
([After filling out the questionnaires] Then you have a starting point, a basis for further discussion. And hence you have insight in the issues that arise, separate from physical decline.) (neurologist, female)  
**Theme 6:** patients should initiate discussions using PROMs  
In the end, you just want patients to be able to access all their data [...]. They will eventually discuss it with their therapist. But first look at it on their own and think about it and then formulate questions and discuss them with a therapist. (neurologist, male) |
| Factors influencing (non) use of PROMs data in routine medical consultations | **Theme 7:** availability of online tool  
You should facilitate these kind of things digitally. What you need is a system where patients can, for example, enter online their scores. Then you do not have any extra work. Because the moment you have to complete it on paper and you have to make sure it is collected and you have to enter and process it [the PROMs information]... that will not work. So you would have to have it filled out on a website, for example, and then it should also be immediately available [during the encounter]. (neurologist, male)  
**Theme 8:** availability of training  
I would like to have a lecture about it [the usage of PROMs], so that it is not just my own interpretation, but also from others. It could be presented at a ParkinsonNet conference or something similar, with a speaker, that makes you think: ‘Now I get it’. ... By applying it, you notice the added value of it...... You learn how to deal with it and learn how is can become part of the quality of care you provide. (physiotherapist, female)  
**Theme 9:** positive attitude among professionals  
For us, the PROMs are indispensable. Like I said, this is where we get most of our treatment goals from. Like I said, with this type of information, you trust your gut feeling. My colleagues do this too for themselves and so do I. So yes, that might differ from one another in how often and to what extent this will be provided. (physiotherapist, male) |

clarification provided by the interviewer, it nevertheless hindered them in reading and deriving meaning from the information. The fact that higher Quality of life scores indicated worse Quality of life was counterintuitive for most patients and caused difficulties in interpreting the scores. Similarly, comparative data were difficult to interpret and caused confusing for some patients because they had to keep in mind two scores and perceived the comparative data as their own or vice versa. Patients interpreted PROMs information most often correctly when line and bar graphs were used, compared with more evaluative formats such as smileys and colours (Theme 7).

3.2.3 | Explicit information needs

After being probed, participants showed a clear interest in PROMs information for treatment decisions, compared with PROMs information for provider choice or monitoring of individual disease progression over time (Theme 8). This information, but also the more individual scores, seemed to motivate participants to think of behavioural options, such as what they could do themselves to improve their Quality of life. All Quality of life domains presented were considered important by participants (Theme 9). From all PDQ-39 domains (mobility, emotional well-being, cognition, communication, physical discomfort, load for informal caregivers), participants found mobility and physical discomfort the most informative and important domains.

3.2.4 | Preferred ways to receive PROMs data

There was a strong preference to receive the information as soon as possible (ie immediately after diagnosis; Theme 10) and from their health professional (Theme 11). Neurologists and nurses were the preferred health professionals to receive information from (Theme 12). According to most patients, their health professional should initiate a conversation about PROMs. Some patients explicitly stated
## Qualitative themes and subthemes derived from the interviews with patients (N = 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview topic</th>
<th>Themes and quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Current use of PROMs** | Theme 1: Medical encounter is concentrated on medication regimen, and not on treatment decisions in general  
"Well, how far should such a neurologist go? It’s only 15 min. (...) The neurologist is more like a medication person." (female, 43 y, highly educate, disease duration of 6 y)  
"I walk and do exercises with that hand, and then she comes in and advises a pill or another pill." (Male, 70 y, highly educated, disease duration of 6 y)  
Theme 2: Patients do fill out PROMs questionnaires, but they do not remember the data being discussed by professionals  
Patient: "Indeed, I filled out such a questionnaire. (...) On my PC at home. Yes, He < neurologist> sent it to me." Interviewer: "And did your doctor discuss the information afterwards with you?" Patient: "No." (Female, 52 y, medium educated, disease duration of 10 y)  
"No I don’t believe that we discussed it." (Female, 77 y, highly educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
"No, not with the neurologist (...). I did so with my oncologist but that was 7 y ago." (Female, 66 y, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
Theme 3: Mixed preferences as to discussing PROMs data with professionals  
"Because it offers an entrance to talk. I really think that I would start on that myself, at that moment." (Female, 52 y, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
"About quality and life and yes.. Well, ... we’re far from that. That’s why I say: I am busy with the things I’m still able to do." (Male, 71 y old, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y) |
| **Comprehension of PROMs data** | Theme 4: Gist of PROMs data is adequately comprehended, but not the exact details  
<this means> “that hospital two has a better score than hospital one.” <patient responding to comparative hospital information, only focusing on comparison but not on dimension on which hospitals are compared> (Male, 71 y old, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
<this means> “well, that I was quite ill.. that’s what I think. Or is that incorrect?”<patient responding to individual PROMs scores on ‘pain’, focusing on the general concept of ‘illness’ and not on the Quality of Life dimension ‘pain’> (Female, 66 y, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
"I would choose the red line." Interviewer: "the combination of medication and occupational therapy?" Patient: "Yes"  
<patient responding to choice-information about treatment options, only focusing on one option and on general concept of Quality of Life (Female, 72 y, highly educated, disease duration of 6 y).  
Theme 5: Use of higher = worse directionality hindered comprehension  
"Well, I really have to study on the fact that it goes the other way around."(Female, 75 y, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
"This increases.. Oh no, that’s not the way I should describe it." Interviewer: "No, a lower score is better actually". (Female, 66 y, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
Theme 6: Comparative anchors to indicate the scores of others difficult to interpret and use  
"Because it indicates what I’m busy with. So that I’m on the right track. Oh wait.. I’m not on the right track here, right?" <patient misinterpreting the information using a comparative anchor> (Male, 71 y old, medium educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
Theme 7: Line and bar graphs outperformed other formats, both for comprehension and patient preference  
"When you have both medication and occupational therapy, mobility will worsen less compared to using only medication." <patient correctly responding to information in a line diagram> (Female, 52 y, medium educated, disease duration of 10 y) |
| **Explicit information needs** | Theme 8: Clear interest in PROMs in context of treatment decisions, compared to PROMs in context of provider choice, nor for individual PROMs scores over time  
"But it may well be that I need adjustments in the future. Based on this figure, I would not hesitate to opt for ergo therapy."(Female, 52 y, medium educated, disease duration of 10 y)  
"I like to compare things with each other." (Male, 76 y old, medium educated,unknown disease duration).  
"I would not want such information. That would not help me. (...) I know myself how I feel and what I am doing." <patient responding to individual scores (Female, 66 y, highly educated, disease duration of 3 y)  
"Why would it help me to know that my situation has greatly worsened?" <patient responding to individual scores over time> (Female, 68 y, low educated, disease duration of 11 y)  
Theme 9: All quality of life dimensions important  
"They are all important. Imagine that I would become a bit of a zombie or that I would get depressed. Or that I could not leave my house, or could not easily move through my house? Yes, I would find all those aspects important."(Female, 78 y, highly educated, disease duration of 8 y)  
"They are all.. all six <dimensions>, they are all related to each other. And this one.. I also found this one important." (Male, 72 y, highly educated, disease duration of 6 y)  
"Informal care is also very important of course. Emotions as well. Communication.. I cannot choose, I find them all important.." (Female, 77 y, highly educated, disease duration of 3 y) |

(Continues)
that they did not feel equipped to start this conversation themselves. Most patients also preferred the possibility of taking the PROMs information home so they could reconsider the information after having discussed it with their neurologist or nurse.

### 3.3 | Survey patients

Table 1 (right column) describes characteristics of people with Parkinson’s disease who participated in the survey (N = 113). A substantial number of participants did not complete the full survey and dropout seemed to be a function of the survey length; response rates for the initial questions of the survey were relatively high (only 7.1% missing for the first presentation format), whereas response rates increased towards the end of the survey (25.7% missing for sixth presentation format). Table 4 displays descriptive findings relating to our main variables, only for those participants who filled out the corresponding questions.

#### 3.3.1 | Correct interpretation of PROMs information

Overall, most patients interpreted the PROMs information reasonably well. Correct interpretation across the provided figures varied from 74.2% (Figure 3, showing individual PROMs scores with comparative data of similar patients over time, depicted as a line graph) to 90.1% (Figure 4, showing aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options, depicted as a bar chart). Individual PROMs scores over time were interpreted more often correctly when presented in a bar graph (Figure 2: 87.8% correct) compared to a line graph (Figure 1: 74.3% correct). Bar graphs were also preferred by patients (57.2%) compared to a line graph (42.3%).

#### 3.3.2 | Perceived usefulness

Patients perceived the figure showing aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options presented in a line graph as most useful (Figure 4: 56% of patients found this information certainly useful), followed by the figure showing the same information in a bar graph (Figure 5: 47% found this information certainly useful). Aggregated PROMs information with performance of two providers was perceived as least useful (only 43% found this information certainly useful; Figure 6).

#### 3.3.3 | Attitude towards use of PROMs information in routine clinical consultations

Patients were most positive towards using the aggregated PROMs scores comparing two treatment options in medical encounters with their professionals (94.5% of participants said they wanted to discuss Figure 4 and 92.1% to discuss Figure 5). The main reasons why patients wanted to discuss these scores were that it gave them insight into the effects of treatment (25.6% and 32.9% for Figures 4 and 5, respectively) that it facilitated them in making treatment decisions (27.9% and 24.4% for Figures 4 and 5, respectively) and in participating in decisions with health professionals (26.7% and 28.0% for Figures 4 and 5, respectively).

#### 3.3.4 | Hypothetical decisions

We asked participants which treatment options they would choose (eg medication with physiotherapy or medication only) based on figures showing PROMs information relevant for decision making (Figures 4-6). Between 78.8% and 91.2% of the participants chose the option with the best treatment effects as shown in the figures. Especially, the line graph showing the results of two treatment options (Figure 4) resulted in decisions reflecting adequate comprehension of information. The vast majority (91.2%) said to choose medication and physiotherapy, which indeed showed the best treatment effects in Figure 4. For similar scores presented in a bar graph (Figure 5), only 78.7% chose the correct combination of medication and, in this case, speech therapy.

### 4 | DISCUSSION

We investigated the views of people with Parkinson’s disease and their health professionals about using PROMs during routine medical
Both qualitative and quantitative findings showed that people with Parkinson's disease generally embraced the use of aggregated PROMs for decisions about treatment options. For this type of information, although they might have trouble placing themselves in hypothetical scenarios and using patients' actual PROMs scores, they were generally positive about this particular type of information because it motivates them to think about different possibilities to improve their health status.

A limitation is that we used convenience samples of patients and professionals, which may limit the generalizability of the findings. Qualitative interviews were performed with 13 patients and 13 professionals working in Parkinson care (noting that Parkinson's disease is a good model condition as outlined in the introduction). It was certainly relevant to repeat the study in settings for other chronic diseases and using patients actual PROMs scores. Nevertheless, the integration of multiple perspectives (both patients and health professionals) in the analysis, our focus on people with Parkinson's disease in good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores, and the mixed-methods design and line graph were general in nature: we only included people with Parkinson's disease.

Table 4: Comprehension and perceived usefulness of, attitude towards and hypothetical decisions based on PROMs information depicted in six different formats (Figures 1-6) among people with Parkinson's disease (N = 113)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Figure 1: Individual PROMs scores over time, line graph</th>
<th>Figure 2: Individual PROMs scores over time, bar graph</th>
<th>Figure 3: Individual PROMs scores with comparative data over time (ie average scores of similar patients), line graph</th>
<th>Figure 4: Aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options, line graph</th>
<th>Figure 5: Aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options, bar graph</th>
<th>Figure 6: Aggregated PROMs scores over time with performance of two providers, bar graph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension (% correct answer)</td>
<td>78 (74.3%)</td>
<td>86 (87.8%)</td>
<td>72 (74.2%)</td>
<td>82 (90.1%)</td>
<td>77 (87.5%)</td>
<td>68 (81.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness of information (% who finds the information certainly useful (score of 5 on scale from 1 to 5))</td>
<td>46 (43.8%)</td>
<td>43 (43.9%)</td>
<td>Not asked for this figure</td>
<td>51 (56.0%)</td>
<td>42 (47.2%)</td>
<td>36 (42.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude as to use in medical encounter (% who does want to use PROMs information)</td>
<td>95 (90.5%)</td>
<td>88 (89.8%)</td>
<td>82 (84.5%)</td>
<td>86 (94.5%)</td>
<td>82 (92.1%)</td>
<td>69 (82.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothetical decision (% correct answer)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83 (91.2%)</td>
<td>70 (78.7%)</td>
<td>54 (64.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2 | Discussion of findings**

Both qualitative and quantitative findings showed that people with Parkinson's disease generally embraced the use of aggregated PROMs for decisions about treatment options. For this type of information, although they might have trouble placing themselves in hypothetical scenarios and using patients actual PROMs scores, they were generally positive about this particular type of information because it motivates them to think about different possibilities to improve their health status.

A limitation is that we used convenience samples of patients and professionals, which may limit the generalizability of the findings. Qualitative interviews were performed with 13 patients and 13 professionals working in Parkinson care (noting that Parkinson's disease is a good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores). Nevertheless, the integration of multiple perspectives (both patients and health professionals) in the analysis, our focus on people with Parkinson's disease in good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores, and the mixed-methods design and line graph were general in nature: we only included people with Parkinson's disease.

Both for the interviews and the survey, it might be that patients and professionals working in Parkinson care (noting that Parkinson's disease is a good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores) were not able to include different groups of people with Parkinson's disease. We were, however, able to include a diverse group of Parkinson patients. We must, however, also make sure that the selection bias is not too great in our study. Concern is that a quarter of our participants did not complete the full survey, which is also more general concern when using web-based questionnaires and which may impact the generalizability of our findings.

The concept of aggregated PROMs scores for different treatment options was mostly preferred by patients, whereas individual PROMs scores over time were mostly preferred by professionals. A limitation is that we used convenience samples of patients and professionals, which may limit the generalizability of the findings.

Qualitative interviews were performed with 13 patients and 13 professionals working in Parkinson care (noting that Parkinson's disease is a good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores). Nevertheless, the integration of multiple perspectives (both patients and health professionals) in the analysis, our focus on people with Parkinson's disease in good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores, and the mixed-methods design and line graph were general in nature: we only included people with Parkinson's disease.

Both for the interviews and the survey, it might be that patients and professionals working in Parkinson care (noting that Parkinson's disease is a good model condition and using patients actual PROMs scores) were not able to include different groups of people with Parkinson's disease. We were, however, able to include a diverse group of Parkinson patients. We must, however, also make sure that the selection bias is not too great in our study. Concern is that a quarter of our participants did not complete the full survey, which is also more general concern when using web-based questionnaires and which may impact the generalizability of our findings.
their Quality of life, such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy and medication options. Corroborating the objectives of shared decision making, it thus seems that providing patients with PROMs information (just like providing them with clinical outcomes data) can have a role in becoming more knowledgeable and more active in decision making.

Whether shared decision making based on PROMs will really occur will, however, likely depend on the role that professionals take on in consultations. Our interviewed patients relied on the initiative of professionals to actually discuss PROMs data, which aligns with previous study findings in various clinical settings. Patients are interested in information about treatment options and in shared decision making, but also tend to leave the initiative in the consultation largely to health professionals when they are not explicitly invited to collaborate. Because professionals in this study indicated that patients should take the initiative in discussing PROMs, it seems somewhat unlikely that PROMs information will actually be used for shared decision making, unless professionals will be explicitly instructed and trained in taking the initiative. In addition, initiatives to stimulate an active role of patients may be needed.

Correct interpretation of the PROMs information in our survey study varied from 74% to 90% across presentation formats. This finding is similar to previous findings in this field. For example, McNair et al found accuracy rates ranging from 85% to 98% across six formats in a sample of 192 patients. Others found similar percentages. Interpretation in our study seemed to be most accurate when using a bar chart compared to a line graph, although it should be said that one particular figure using a line graph (ie aggregated PROMs scores over time with results of two treatment options) was also accurately interpreted. Therefore, it seems to depend partly on the type of information presented, which format was associated with better comprehension. The finding that especially bar charts support user understanding seems to be somewhat in contrast with the findings of previous studies showing that line graphs are especially suitable for PROMs presentation. However, as recently stated by Tolbert and colleagues, no single format seems to be best for all patients in all situations. Studies comparing presentation formats of quantitative information for treatment decisions in general have often depicted bar charts as a suitable presentation format. Bar charts are known to especially support the ease of making relatively simple comparisons between groups, which may well explain why they resulted in correct interpretation in our study. Tailored presentations of PROMs information, based on patients’ own preferences, may become facilitated by the use of apps to collect and display PROMs, for example in value-based healthcare initiatives.

## 5 | CONCLUSION

Overall, the findings of our study confirm that both patients and professionals are positive towards the use of PROMs information in routine medical consultations. However, we found conflicting expectations and preferences of patients and professional as to who should initiate the conversation about PROMs information and which types of PROMs should be prioritized in those conversations. Overall, patients interpreted the PROMs information reasonably well, especially when presented through bar or line graphs.
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